The magnetic field distribution inside thln YBa,Cu,O-, films in the mixed state was studied by polarized neutron reflection. The external field was paraIlel to the film surface, the thickness of the films was smaller or about equal to the London penetration depth i,. The obtained scattering length density distribution suggests that the magnetic field dependence around a flux-line is changed through the restricted geometry of the thin film. This study has been carried out on the refiectometers ADAM eat ILL and SPN at Dubna. The samples, a 2000A and a 8 0 0 i thlck YBa,Cu,O, films (coriented), were cooled to a temperature of 4 K in zero field. Then H,,,, applied parallel to the film surface, was increased to 3.5 kG and to 5 kG, for the two samples.
Expefirnents have shown a peculiar behavior of Auxlines in films with an applied external field parallel t o its surface if the thickness of the film d is in the order of magnitude of the magnetic field penetration depth i . . This study has been carried out on the refiectometers ADAM eat ILL and SPN at Dubna. The samples, a 2000A and a 8 0 0 i thlck YBa,Cu,O, films (coriented), were cooled to a temperature of 4 K in zero field. Then H,,,, applied parallel to the film surface, was increased to 3.5 kG and to 5 kG, for the two samples.
respectively. The measurements were performed in scattering neutrons from the film through the substrate of SrTi03.
In spin-up and spin-down. The step-function arises from the slice-model fit to the data. The shape of the deduced SLD, can be explained by two mentioned superimposed contributions. One part originates from the penetrating and decaying magnetic field from outside the film. Fig. 2 ). This behavior is very Merent from the one of a flux-line row in bulk HT, material, which yields an exponential decay over a distance i.. The buIk behavior i s also shown in Fig. 2 . Its contribution at the film interfaces would be non-zero in contradiction with the boundary conditions. The fit parameter of the flux-line contribution is the height of the cusp of the linear curve, which yields the linear Aux-line dendty. The distance between the flux-lines was deduced to be -1640 A for the 2000 A thck film (Bo = 3.5 kG) and -2600 %1 for the 800 A thick film (Bo = 5 kG). In conclusion, the restricted geometry of an HT, film is not only the oripn of Aux-line row transitions [2,3] but furthemore influences the magnetic field hstribution around the flux-line core.
